The diagnostic accuracy of fine-needle cytology of Hurthle cell lesions; A comprehensive cytological, clinical and ultrasonographic experience.
Fine-needle cytology (FNC) diagnosis and pre-operative classification of Hurthle cells (HC) lesions may be difficult. Rapid on-site evaluation (ROSE) enhances the efficiency of FNC, mainly when utilized in close combination to clinical and ultrasound (US) data. to describe an experience on HC FNC with contextual clinical,US and ROSE evaluation and assess if this comprehensive approach improves the FNC accuracy of HC lesions. FNC of 112 HC lesion were diagnosed and classified, according to the Bethesda system, by clinical, US and ROSE in one year. All the cases were controlled by follow-up and histology when performed. Eighty-five cases were diagnosed HC rich goiter or Hashimoto thyroiditis and were classified THY2; 5 cases were diagnosed hyperplastic nodular goiter and classified THY3A. Eight cases were diagnosed suspect neoplasia and classified THY3B. Two cases were diagnosed suspect HC papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) and classified THY4 and 2 cases were diagnosed HC-PTC and classified THY5. THY3B, THY4, THY5 and 1 THY3A were histologically controlled. FNC were confirmed in 14 out of the 17 THY3-THY5 cases. A comprehensive diagnostic approach that include FNC, clinical data, US and ROSE improves the diagnosis and classification of HC lesions.